THANK YOU!

$143.1M raised in FY16 (most philanthropic year in the university’s history)

**William & Mary**

**Senior Class Gift**

1,200 With over 1,200 donors — a new Senior Class donor record — the Class of 2016 claimed a participation rate of 73 percent

**W&M Law School**

93% W&M Law School celebrated a record-breaking 93 percent participation in the 2016 3L Class Gift

**Tribe Athletics**

100% 100 percent of all current William & Mary student-athletes made a gift in FY16

**Raymond A. Mason School of Business**

achieved record levels for class gift participation for both their M.B.A. and M.Acc. programs

98% M.B.A.

76% M.Acc.

18,258 undergraduate alumni donors set a new record for the number of alumni donors contributing in a single year. That’s an undergraduate participation rate of 28.7%

**Total number of FY16 donors: 42,609**

**The Parents Fund Raised**

$1.028 MILLION with a record 4,235 donors

**The Class of 1966 Raised a Record-Breaking**

$27.38M for their 50th Reunion

The number of supporters contributing to scholarships increased by 36%

829 Class Ambassadors engaged with over 7,300 classmates

Young Guarde Impact

Support from classes within 10 years of graduation increased by 16%

This year, the university held nearly 400 events in approximately 45 cities around the world, and celebrated the inaugural William & Mary Weekend in Washington, D.C., with more than 1,300 alumni and friends

FISCAL YEAR (FY) 2016 Results are reflective of July 1, 2015–June 30, 2016